Program Summary

ABOUT MAMA-HELP

The Michigan Aerospace Manufacturers Association’s Humanitarian Emergency Logistics Program (MAMA-HELP) is designed
to provide a rapid response to unforeseen emergencies, including deadly contagious disease outbreaks, cyclones, tsunamis,
and earthquakes. By providing a coherent and synchronized logistics structure during humanitarian emergencies, MAMAHELP aims to get what is needed, where it is needed, when it is needed.
The MAMA-HELP logisticians, emergency planners, international
expeditors and construction & medical industry professionals
focus limited resources wisely and effectively to stop a bad
situation from becoming worse.

MAMA- HELP Legacy for Ghana project

Currently in deployment is MAMA-HELP’s Legacy for Ghana
project who’s HAVs are delivering greater efficiency and flexibility
to Ghana and the West African regional response to the Ebola
emergency:
• HAVs quickly provide clinics in remote locations with
critical medical supplies, vaccines, laboratory results and
returned patient medical samples.
• HAVs bring cargo straight to the regional medical centers,
without having to transport on larger aircraft and then
transfer to ground transportation
• The hazards and slow response of ground transport are
mitigated.
• Hazardous samples are transported without compromising
the safety of humans.
• HAVs operate in locations and environments too remote
for manned aircraft.

International Anti-Poaching Coalition

Gavin Brown, executive director of MAMA.

In association with the MAMA-HELP program the coalition
will use HAVs – both Air & Land – for anti-poaching
operations.

MAMA-HELP experts will design flight routes to optimize
support to dispersed remote areas. They will use
communication frequency channels best suited to the
specific area(s) while maintaining flexibility to routinely
adjust these channels and the related flight routes as
required by current local conditions.

HAV Air Systems will provide situational awareness and
communication links to ground based teams utilizing HAV
Land Systems and efficiently coordinate interdiction of
poachers.

MAMA-HELP logistics experts will keep field teams
resupplied to extend their range and effectiveness.
Working together MAMA-HELP, the International AntiPoaching Coalition and you will defeat poachers.

The Coalition will fund, train, equip, and deploy indigenous
teams to combat poaching throughout Africa.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Funding for the MAMA-HELP project comes from:
• Concerned Individuals
• Philanthropic Organizations
• The Michigan Aerospace Manufacturers Association
• Aerospace and Medical Companies

The consequences of poaching are horrendous

Organizations and individuals wishing to partner with
MAMA-HELP are encouraged to contact MAMA at (734)
478-5533 or mamahelp@michman.org
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